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Full success for ERDOMO stimulus package

The ERDOMO stimulus for Chinatown's economy seemed to have fully kicked in. A bit more people than usual showed up. Erich was sold out early that night as was the Thai shop with Erdinger. However not all of the success can be claimed by the ERDOMO guys. It was a coincidence that the same night a big group of Austrian tourists and another party of Germans were there the same time.

Anyway it doesn't really matter who is stimulating the economy, we have to be happy that still tourists arrive and spend.

For Erich however it was kind of stressful to run out of some sorts of bread and sausages early that night, but that's the risk of his business, it's always hard to calculate how many people stop by at his Wuerstelstand so sometimes he sells out too early and sometimes he ends up with oversupply.

No pictures were taken because the generous spenders wanted to stay anonymous, which of course we do respect.
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WELCOME TO THE WUERSTELSTAND BLOG

This blog is about real life stories, happenings, gossip, ramblings and events at the Wuerstelstand, the Chinatown Night Market, Singapore and the rest of the world. Besides Erich's ventures we also want to introduce Singapore as a beautiful and interesting tourist spot and a great place to live and work. Many tourists or expats who have been here are now our frequent blog visitors to check what they miss out since they left.

Feel free to participate in our Wuerstelstand community. Send us ideas for new posts or photos. Comments can be posted below each post.

Your Editor at Large: Frank N. Furter

CONTACT US

Recommendations, suggestions, feedback? Write to franknfurter9@gmail.com. Would love to hear from you!
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BLOGS REFERRING TO ERICH
Open Rice Singapore
> Can.com.sg
> Hungry?Go Where
> Hyacinthus Wordpress
> ieat-ishoot-ipost~
> The Local King

TOP 3 SPRUECHE AM WUERSTELSTAND:
1. Wehe du tuast des Foto auf’n Blog!
2. Erich erlaet schon wieder die Welt!
3. Magst nu a Bier? Aber zahln muasst es selba

ERICH'S ORF (AUSTRIAN TV) INTERVIEW
Broadcasted before the F1 race

ERICH'S ONLINE VIDEOS
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